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Macroscopic dark matter (macros) is a broad class of alternative candidates to particle dark
matter. These candidates would transfer energy to matter primarily through elastic scattering.
A sufficiently large macro passing through the atmosphere would produce a straight channel of
ionized plasma. If the cross-section of the macro is σx ' 6 × 10−9cm2, then under atmospheric
conditions conducive to lightning (eg. a thunderstorm) the plasma channel would be sufficient
to seed a lightning strike with a single leader. This is entirely unlike ordinary bolt lightning in
which a long sequence of hundreds or thousands of few-meter-long leaders are strung together.
This macro-induced lightning would be extremely straight, and thus highly distinctive. Neither
wind shear nor magnetohydrodynamic instabilities would markedly spoil its straightness. The only
photographically documented case of a straight lightning bolt is probably not straight enough to
have been macro-induced.
We estimate the region of macro parameter space that could be probed by a search for straight
lightning from the number of thunderstorms happening on Earth at any time. We also estimate the
parameter space that can be probed by carefully monitoring Jupiter, e.g. using the Hubble Space
Telescope.
All code and data is available at https://github.com/cwru-pat/macro_lightning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Assuming General Relativity is the correct theory of
gravity on all scales, there is considerable evidence for
dark matter [1]. Macroscopic dark matter (macros) is
a broad class of dark-matter candidates that represents
an alternative to conventional particle dark matter with
wide ranges of masses Mx and cross sections σx that
could still provide all of the dark matter. Macros typ-
ically refer to a broad family of composite dark matter
models arising from some early-universe phase transition,
often composed of strange quark matter.
Of particular interest would be macros of approxi-
mately nuclear density satisfying
σx ≈ 2× 10−10
(
Mx
g
) 2
3
[cm2] , (1)
as several models for macros describe potential candi-
dates with approximately that density. The idea that
macros could be formed entirely within the Standard
Model was originally proposed by Witten [2] in the con-
text of a first-order QCD phase transition. Subsequently
[3, 4] described a more realistic model for Standard-
Model macros as bound states of nucleons with signif-
icant strangeness. Nelson [5] studied the formation of
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nuggets of strange-baryon matter during a second QCD
phase transition – from a kaon-condensate phase to the
ordinary phase. Others have considered non-Standard-
Model versions of such objects and their formation [6].
Some of us, working with colleagues, have recently ex-
plored which regions of macro parameter space remain
unprobed [7–11]. A longstanding constraint comes from
examination of a slab of ancient mica for tracks that
would have been left by the passage of a macro mov-
ing at the typical speed of dark matter in the Galaxy.
This was used to rule out macros of Mx ≤ 55 g for a
wide range of cross sections (see [7, 12, 13]). Various mi-
crolensing experiments have constrained the dark-matter
fraction for masses Mx ≥ 1023 g [14–18]. Wilkinson et al.
[19] utilized the full Boltzmann formalism to obtain con-
straints from macro-photon elastic scattering using the
first year release of Planck data. More recently, the ex-
istence of massive white dwarfs was used to constrain
a significant region of macro parameter space [20] (as
revisited and extended by [11]). The region of param-
eter space for which macros produce injuries similar to
a gunshot wound was recently constrained by historical
analysis of a well-monitored segment of the population
[9].
The parameter space for electrically charged macros,
with the macro charge as an additional free parameter,
was recently constrained [21] based on a variety of terres-
trial, astrophysical and cosmological measurements. The
parameter space for antimatter macros was constrained
by [22] using arguments analogous to those cited above
for macros.
More work has been done recently to identify addi-
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2tional ways to probe macro parameter space. With col-
leagues, some of us have proposed [23] using current Flu-
orescence Detectors that are designed to study High En-
ergy Cosmic Rays, such as those of the Pierre Auger
Observatory [24]. Separately, we have suggested [25]
that, for appropriate Mx and σx, the passage of a macro
through granite would form long tracks of melted and
re-solidified rock that would be distinguishable from the
surrounding granite. A citizen-science search for such
tracks in commercially available granite slabs is planned
to begin through the Zooniverse website sometime later
this year. We have also identified the region of parame-
ter space excluded by the null observation of fast-moving
meteors (”bolides”), which should have been produced by
sufficiently large and fast-moving macros and observed by
either of two bolide-observing networks [10]. We deter-
mined the region of parameter space that will be probed
by planned expansion of the network that is still operat-
ing.
In these works concerning non-anti-baryonic neutral
macros, energy is considered to be deposited in matter by
the passing macro primarily through elastic scattering.
In this case, the energy deposited by a macro transiting
the atmosphere
dE
dx
= σxρv
2
x , (2)
where ρ ∼ 1 kg m−3 is the density of the atmosphere
at ground level, σx is the geometric cross-section of the
macro, while vx is its speed.
The speed of a macro traveling through the atmosphere
is thus expected to evolve as
v(x) = v0e
−〈ρ∆〉σx/Mx , (3)
where 〈ρ∆〉 is the integrated column density traversed
along the macro trajectory from the point of entry to the
location x. This will determine the maximum reduced
cross-section σx/Mx expected to deposit sufficient energy
to produce an observable signal without being slowed ex-
cessively. In previous works e.g. [9, 10], this limiting
value for macros that are interacting at the bottom of
the atmosphere was found to be σxMx ∼ 10−4 cm2g−1 .
This will serve as an upper bound for all Earth-based
projections derived in this manuscript.
As in previous work, we consider macros of a single
mass and cross-section, even though a broad mass dis-
tribution is a reasonable possibility in the context of a
composite dark-matter candidate.
In this manuscript, we consider the possibility that a
macro transiting the atmosphere during the appropriate
atmospheric conditions (e.g. a thunderstorm) would ini-
tiate an unusual, extremely straight lightning strike. We
identify the range of macro parameter space over which
that is likely, and consider the possibility that the one
documented observation of an abnormally straight light-
ning strike was triggered by the passage of a macro. We
determine the range of parameter space that could be
probed by monitoring the Earth, as well as by observing
the atmospheres of Jovian planets, which could probe
higher macro masses than any terrestrial detector. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we present a review of our current understanding of light-
ning initiation. In Section III, we discuss the formation
of a plasma trail by a passing macro. In Section IV, we
calculate the rates of a macro induced signal. In Section
V, we discuss the formation of straight lightning induced
by the passage of a macro through the atmosphere based
on the observation of rocket-induced lightning [26–29]. In
Section VI, we discuss the observation of a bright UV sig-
nal produced by the passage of a macro through a Jovian
planet atmosphere. We conclude, with some discussion
in Section VII.
II. A LIGHTNING REVIEW
While the detailed physics of lightning remains a mat-
ter of investigation, the broad strokes are well under-
stood. Lightning is an electrical discharge between two
regions of large potential difference. Lightning is classi-
fied by the start-end point pair, and sub-classified by the
order and charges of those points. For instance, the main
classes of lightning are intra-cloud, inter-cloud, cloud-air,
and cloud-ground. All except cloud-air lightning may
occur in reverse order, like ground-to-cloud or cloud-to-
ground. We restrict ourselves to cloud-ground strikes,
which are the easiest to observe. The description that
follows is almost entirely drawn from the excellent re-
view by Dwyer and Uman [30].
A lightning strike is actually two events: first, an ion
channel is created from point A to point B, and second,
energy flows from B to A. The latter is the lightning
and is the luminous signal of the former. The creation
of the ion channel is a discrete stochastic process of the
formation of “stepped leaders,” where a cylindrical at-
mospheric volume – “step” – is ionized. This process is
known to take at most 1 µs. These steps are short com-
pared to the cloud-ground distance – cloud-level steps
are just ∼ 10m, while ground-level steps near 50m. The
time between steps ranges from ∼ 50µs at cloud-level to
∼ 10µs at ground. The ion channel persists long after
the leader takes its next “step”.
The propagation direction and charge type of the
leader determines the lightning sub-class. For cloud-
ground strikes there are four varieties: downward / up-
ward - negative / positive. Thunder clouds are negatively
charged at the bottom and positively charged on top.
Flat ground has regions of differently signed net charge.
In a downward-positive strike a positively charged leader
starts near cloud top and steps down to a negatively
charged region of ground, 10 km below. For all cloud-
ground strikes the full channel creation process takes ap-
proximately 20 ms.
The typical stepped leader has 5 Coulombs of free elec-
trical charge, or ∼ 10−3 C/m. While the leader has a
3luminous diameter between 1 and 10 m, it is thought to
have a conducting core of plasma a few centimeters in
diameter. This core acts as a conducting channel, and it
is through it that much of the energy flows.
III. MACRO-INDUCED LIGHTNING
In most artificially triggered lightning experiments,
such as those at the International Center for Lightning
Research and Testing (ICLRT) [28, 29], a rocket trailing
a grounded triggering wire is launched when the quasi-
static electric field at ground exceeds Ethreshold = 5 kV
m−1 and the flash rate becomes relatively low. In about
half of all such launches, an initial stage is success-
fully triggered, consisting of a sustained upward positive
leader typically several kilometers in length followed by
an initial continuous current. Often, the initial stage is
followed by one or more leader/return stroke sequences,
similar to subsequent strokes in natural lightning.
The formation of a lightning strike caused by the pas-
sage of a macro through the atmosphere is dependent on
the formation of a plasma trail produced by the macro
scattering elastically off the atoms and molecules. This
trail would serve as the channel through which the charge
is transferred in a lightning strike. The plasma trails pro-
duced by the macro are similar to the trailing grounded
wires as both are sources of free electrons.
We describe in this section the conditions under which
a macro produces a sufficiently large and long-lived
plasma channel. We then identify the the ways in which
macro-induced lightning differs from natural lightning, in
particular in being extremely straight, and so can be used
as a signature to search for macros. Finally we discuss
the one photographically documented straight lightning
bolt.
A. Forming Plasma Channels
We review the key quantities about this plasma first;
we refer the reader to reference [23] for more details.
Following the work of Cyn [31], we propagate the initial
energy deposition by the macro outward radially away
from that trajectory using the heat equation. Ignoring
radiative cooling, the temperature field after some time
t is
T (r, t) =
σxv
2
x
4piαcp
e−
r2
4tα
t
, (4)
where α ≈ 10−4 m2 s−1exp(D/10km) is the thermal dif-
fusivity of the air, and cp ≈ 25 kJ kg−1 K−1 is the spe-
cific heat of the air [32] (The specific heat varies around
a mean of ∼ 25 kJ kg−1 K−1 for temperatures between
104 K and 105 K).
We invert (4) to obtain pirI(t)
2, the area at time t that
has reached a particular state of ionization I character-
ized by the appropriate ionization temperature TI . We
do this by setting T (r, t) = TI ≈ 5× 104K [33], sufficient
to ionize the 2p electrons of N and O. This area is given
by
pirI(t)
2 = 4piαt log
(
σxv
2
x
4piαtcpTI
)
. (5)
According to (5), after the macro passes, the size of the
ionized region grows to a maximum of rmaxI = 4piαt
max
I
at time
tmaxI =
σxv
2
x
4pieαcpTI
≈ 6 s
( σx
cm2
)( vx
250kms−1
)2
e−
D
10km .
(6)
It then shrinks back to 0 at t0I = e t
max
I .
B. Inducing Lightning
In order to initiate lightning, we need to create charged
filaments with linear charged densities sufficient to seed
a leader. In natural lightning, the leaders have [30, p.
152] a linear electron density λnaturale ' 6 × 1013cm−1.
By comparison, within the plasma channel at time tmaxI
the linear free-electron density will be
λmacroe ' pi(rmaxI )2nafe (7)
where na is the number density of atoms in air, and fe
is their ionization level. Taking fe ' 0.5 appropriately
accounts for the fact that the 2p electrons of N and O
are ionized at TI but the 1s and 2s electrons are not.
Knowing that each luminous step leader propagates
[30] in at most 1µs, followed by a pause of between 50µs
(at high altitude) and 10µs (near the ground) between
leaders, We therefore require that
t0I ≥ 1µs =⇒ σx > 6× 10−8cm2 , (8)
and that the linear charge density in the macro-induced
plasma trail
λmacroe ≥ λnaturale =⇒ σx > 10−8cm2 . (9)
Equation (8) is more stringent; however, 1µs is an up-
per bound for the time-scale over which each step leader
forms, and represents propagation along the step leader
at approximately 0.05c. Positive return strokes travel
[34] at c/3, which may be a more realistic estimate of
the propagation speed. This would drop the minimum
applicable σx to 10
−8cm2. Nevertheless we quote our ac-
cessible macro parameter space using the more restrictive
σx ≥ 6× 10−8cm2.
C. Signatures of Macro-induced Lightning
Our macro-induced lightning initiation model differs
from Dwyer and Uman [30] in a few important regards.
4First, as the macro trail acts as a “pre-leader”, the chan-
nel process is not stochastic but deterministic. Second,
since the macro constantly creates the plasma channel
the leader propagates continuously along this channel.
The mode of the macro velocity distribution, 250 km/s, is
near exactly the propagation velocity of the leaders (200
km s−1), when including the step time delay. However,
the propagation of the leader within each step is known
to take at most 1µs, and therefore to be at a velocity
of at least 104 km s−1, and may perhaps be as much as
the c/3 measured for positive return strokes. So as the
macro continuously creates a plasma trail the leader will
propagate at this same velocity. Thus in macro-induced
lightning leaders are continuous, not discrete.
FIG. 1. (Not to scale) Graphic representation of macro
plasma channel seeding continuous leader. Macro plasma
trail expands to maximum radius RmaxI before cooling. As
vstep < vmacro < vleader, the lightning-leader takes no “steps”,
instead propagating continuously with the macro trail.
This offers a few testable predictions: the leader pro-
cess produces no light pulses during steps, the RF and X-
ray signatures of the leader steps are similarly different.
The most conspicuous prediction is that macros source
abnormally straight lightning compared to the typical
lightning strikes observed.
We note some caveats. First, the stepped leader model
does not apply for the last tens of meters as the ground
emits an upward propagating stepped leader which will
connect to the downward propagating plasma channel.
Moreover, for macros moving slower than 250 km/s, the
lightning is expected to be jagged like regular light-
ning as the stepped leader would eventually overtake the
macro trail. For macros moving significantly faster than
250 km/s the lightning is expected to be straight the en-
tire pathway from cloud to ground as the ground will
not have time to emit or significantly propagate its own
stepped leader.
Since macros are expected to move according to a
Maxwellian velocity distribution in a frame co-moving
with the Galaxy,
fMB(vx) =
4piv2x
(piv2vir)
3/2
e
−
(
vx
vvir
)2
, (10)
where vvir ≈ 250 km s−1 [35]. and taking the relative
motion between the macro and Earth into account, we
find that 71% of all macros in the distribution will be
moving at at least 250 km/s.
Additionally, we expect that the mechanism outlined
here may not hold true if the macro comes in at a trajec-
tory that is mostly parallel to the ground. There is a crit-
ical angle at which a macro trail is sufficiently misaligned
from the storm electric field such that the electric field in-
duces offshoot lightning channels, obviating the straight-
lightning prediction. This is poorly constrained because
plasma channels in air are analogous to wires surrounded
by an insulator. The breakdown voltage is highly de-
pendant on atmospheric properties such as moisture and
particulate content, etc. Despite this, order of magnitude
calculations suggest the critical angle is approximately
unity. As example, considering a cloud-to-ground macro-
induced plasma channel for a critical angle of 30◦ from a
perfectly perpendicular trajectory, 25% of all macro tra-
jectories would fall in this cone. We consider this when
calculating the maximum mass that could be probed by
a careful monitoring of thunderstorms on Earth.
D. Staying Straight
Although a macro creates a straight plasma channel,
at least two mechanisms will spoil that: the m = 1 MHD
instability on small scales and wind shear on large scales.
Of these only the wind-induced non-linearity is expected
to be observable by commercial-grade equipment. We
discuss both.
There have been a number of studies investigating
how to artificially induce lightning strikes through laser-
generated plasma channels [see 36]. Though no strikes
have yet been directly triggered due to technical limita-
tions in producing a continuous ground-to-cloud chan-
nel. Instead, an informative analogue to macro-induced
lightning is lightning induced by charged particles from
the IVY-MIKE 1952 nuclear explosion test on Enewetak
Atoll [37].
In laboratory tests to simulate the IVY-MIKE light-
ning, laser-guided electric discharges were used to create
5a ∼ 1 m straight plasma filament, radius Rf . 1 cm,
within a reduced density channel, radius Rd . 2 cm [37,
fig. 6]. On timescales exceeding 40µs, the m = 1 magne-
tohydrodynamic (MHD) mode kinks the central filament,
with perturbations of amplitude Re (Rf < Re < Rd)
and growing wavelength λ. Rf , Re and Rd grow sub-
linearly [37, fig. 9]. Extrapolating to 20 ms (ground-to-
cloud time), the radius of the reduced density channel is
Rd < 3m. After 1 ms, the central filament kink radius
Re has nearly plateaued at 10 cm, while the filament Rf
itself is stable at 1-2 cm. The m = 1 mode wavelength
is λ ' 4m. These lab-measurements of Rd are consis-
tent with observed lightning. While the amplitude and
wavelength of the kink mode explain why it has yet to
be observed. The m = 1 instability should not alter the
apparently straight lightning path, which is observed as
the reduced density channel.
Wind shear is not expected to introduce significant
long wavelength deviations from straightness. The typi-
cal timescale of cloud-to-ground ion channel formation is
≈ 20 ms. The return stroke, aka the first lightning strike
[30] occurs directly following the ion channel creation and
propagates at c/3 [34]. At a wind speed of ≈ 20 m/s [38],
high for the typical thunderstorm, local regions of the
plasma channel can be transported by ∼ 0.5 m. Even if
wind shear transports neighboring plasma channel com-
ponents in opposite directions, the observed deviation
from a straight strike is just 1m. Repeated strikes are
generally separated by ∼ 50 ms, contributing a further
∼ 2 m deviation of the channel. In actuality, repeated
strokes can be distinguished by any camera with > 30
fps. These effects should not contribute significantly on
the first strike and a macro-induced lightning track is
predicted to be nearly perfectly straight.
IV. MACRO SEARCH AND CONSTRAINTS
Using the distribution (10), transformed to the solar
frame [39], the macro flux on a planet would be given by,
Fx =
ρx,0
Mx
∫
vxfMB,SSdvx, (11)
where ρx,0 = 5 × 10−25 g cm−3 is the local DM den-
sity [40], Mx is the mass of the macro and the integral
accounts for the velocity distribution of all macros, and
fMB,SS is the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution in the So-
lar System frame. With this, we calculate the estimated
rate of macro-induced lightning strikes
nml =
ρx,0piR
2
OfTSfLE
Mx
∫
vxfMB,SSdvx , (12)
where RO is the planet’s radius, fTS is the fraction of
planet’s surface currently experiencing a thunderstorm,
and fLE is the fraction of macro strikes in thunderstorms
that actually lead to an observable event. For the range
of cross-sections of interest, fLE ' 1.
A. Straightest Observed Lightning
We conducted a search in the physics literature and
publicly available new sources for reports of anomalously
straight lightning. The most promising candidate was
reported in Mutare, Zimbabwe on 15 February 2015 [41]
and recorded at 30 frames per second with a Panasonic
Lumix DMC-TZ10 compact camera in scene mode. The
observed lightning strike is a cloud-ground strike with no
secondary strikes. The maximum projected deviations
from perfect linearity are of order a few diameters. As
the thickness of a beam of lightning is between 1m and
10m (and does not depend significantly on the consid-
ered macro parameter space), even this straight lightning
strike is mostly likely not straight enough to have been
induced by a macro.
The expected signature from a macro-induced light-
ning strike would be very unique. This presents, in the-
ory, a straightforward way to search for macros by look-
ing for macro-induced lightning strikes, and to place con-
straints on macros if no such strikes are observed.
B. Macro Constraints
To place constraints on macros from the non-
observation of any straight lightning strikes, we note that
the passage of a macro through the area covered by a
thunderstorm is a Poisson process. Thus the probabil-
ity of n passages over a given exposure time, ∆t, P (n)
follows the distribution
P (n) =
(nml∆t)
n
n!
e−nml∆t . (13)
The continued failure to observe a macro-induced light-
ning strike would allow us to conclude that nml∆t < 3
at 95% confidence level.
To calculate the expected macro-induced lightning rate
on Earth, we take RO = R¯⊕ = 6 × 108 cm. At any
given time Earth experiences approximately 2,000 thun-
derstorms [42], with an average 20 km in diameter, giving
fTS ' 0.3%.
With these assumptions, and should we observe 0 very
straight lightning strikes in a year, we could place an
upper bound on the mass of a macro up to Mx ∼ 106 g
for σx ' 6×10−8cm2. The exact projections are shown in
Figure 2. It is of particular significance that this method
is sensitive to probing the nuclear density line.
We calculate these constraints with the simplification
of a gravitational infall velocity determined only by the
mass of the sun and Earth, not accounting for the Earth’s
orbital velocity. This only noticeably affects the small
lower right plateau in the constraint curve of 2, which is
determined by this velocity.
To achieve these constraints requires more detailed ob-
servations / reporting of lightning as a significant fraction
of lightning is not observed, and only a fraction of those
events are recorded. Fortunately, lightning strikes are
6heavily concentrated over land [43], increasing the pos-
sibility of establishing a dedicated monitoring program.
It also increases the probability of reporting by casual
observers, since nearly straight lightning strikes are rare
enough to generate press (see [41]).
For e.g. Mx = 100 g over the range of cross-sections of
interest, the macros can make up no more than 2× 10−3
of the dark matter [9]. Thus, we would expect a macro-
induced lightning rate of ∼ 10−6 s−1, combining this
maximum fraction with the rate (12). This is already
much lower than the actual observed rate of lightning
strikes on Earth, which is on order of 50 to 100 s−1
[44]. This implies that we cannot significantly constrain
macros as dark matter through lightning rates alone, as
the macro-induced lightning signal would always be sig-
nificantly outnumbered by the rate of regular lightning
strikes. However, as discussed in Section III C, the light-
ning strikes induced by macros are expected to be signifi-
cantly straighter than regular lightning strikes. Thus, we
expect to see straight lightning caused by macros regard-
less of whether the macros populate a part of parameter
space where they can or cannot contribute all the dark
matter.
V. JUPITER
Given its size relative to Earth, a search for macros
using Jupiter (or another gas giant planet) as the target
holds great potential for exploring larger macro masses
than can be explored using Earth as the target. (Al-
though on Earth we have the advantage of being able
to search for the effects of macros on targets like rocks
that have ”integrated” for extremely long exposure times
[25]).
A potential signal is the production of straight light-
ning in the Jovian atmosphere as discussed above for
Earth’s atmosphere. Lightning has been observed near
the Jovian poles by every passing satellite. Earlier mys-
teries as to its origins have recently been clarified based
on observations from the Juno mission [45], and it is now
understood to be be described by essentially the same
physics as terrestrial lightning.
The surface area of Jupiter is 125 times that of Earth,
suggesting that it is a potentially valuable target to
search for macro-induced fluorescence or macro-induced
lightning. However, it is currently unclear why lightning
does not form over the entire surface of Jupiter but only
the poles. This could reduce the region of parameter
space that could be probed through this method. How-
ever, we shade, in Figure 2, the region of parameter space
that could be probed assuming that lightning occurs only
over 10% of the surface of Jupiter, which is a likely under-
estimate, and assuming lightning is identical on Jupiter
compared to the Earth. We defer detailed discussion of
both points for a future paper once more is known about
lightning on Jupiter.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this manuscript, we have proposed that macros
could result in the formation of distinctive, abnormally
straight lightning that, to our knowledge, has not been
documented on Earth. This could serve as the basis for
a high-sensitivity search for macros of higher mass and
lower cross section than other methods that have been
proposed. We also proposed using lightning on Jupiter
to probe a much larger region of parameter space, al-
though a detailed consideration of this idea must still be
performed.
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